
AUTO LOAD LOGIC IS A COMPLETE AND INTEGRATED AUTO 
TRANSPORT SOLUTION FOR SHIPPERS, BROKERS, AND CARRIERS.

THE CARRIER
SOLUTION

EASY. FAST. EFFICIENT. COST EFFECTIVE.

AUTO TRANSPORT REDEFINED
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We offer the only trailer loading algorithm in the used-vehicle transport industry. The OEM 
carriers have a lot of tools that have never been available to the used-car haulers. It’s 
time that situation changed and ALL is here to do just that. Your load selection and load 
configuration problems are analyzed in seconds by our software, saving driver time and 
fuel burn, reducing your cost and increasing efficiency.  

Contracting, scheduling and vehicle inspections are all completed and managed online. All 
documents necessary to contract and move a vehicle are available on our site making it 
possible to complete transactions at midnight rather than making you wait until a broker’s 
office is open.  

Your customers will know where their shipments are at all times with our real-time GPS 
tracking system. Imagine a day not filled with phone calls 
from shippers, brokers and customers asking where 
you are! From the time you scan the VIN number at 
pickup, to the time you scan it again at delivery, you can 
give your customer the ability to track their load without 
having to call you.
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IT’S TIME TO RETHINK AUTO TRANSPORT. 
EASY. FAST. EFFICIENT.

Call us today at:
800.559.5229

www.autoloadlogic.com

MOVE MORE VEHICLES, MORE EFFICIENTLY
At Auto Load Logic, we understand that anything less than a full load is often unprofitable. Our patent pending 
loading algorithm identifies the best set of vehicles and loading configuration for your trip. 

USE AUTO LOAD LOGIC TO AUTOMATE & SAVE



The ALL system is VIN based, eliminating the 
confusion created by other systems that rely on 
make, model and year. No more cases of double brokering of loads or 
double contracting. 

How many disputes over vehicle condition could you avoid if you had an actual 
photo inspection to show vehicle condition at the time you pick it up? Our system  
incorporates photo inspections as well as e-signatures and electronic bills of lading.  

How many loads do you miss because a broker doesn’t know you’re in the area of a 
load he needs moved? That’s really a hit or miss process today! What if you could 
allow your trucks to be “seen” by brokers looking for carriers? So they wouldn’t 
be just calling around at random. They’d actually know you were in the area. Filling 
available trailer space is what your business is all about, right?

Our mid-route searching system allows you to look ahead 
and find loads along your route. That helps you minimize 
empty spaces when you’re dropping off loads mid-route 
and to decide if it’s actually more profitable to start your 
trip with some empty space and fill it along the way.

Auto Load Logic, LLC
598 Westwood Drive
Suite 208
Abilene, Texas 79603

Call us today at:
800.559.5229

www.autoloadlogic.com

AUTO TRANSPORT REDEFINED

Scan this code to watch a brief 
video on what Auto Load Logic 

can do for your bottom line!

Want to provide a special benefi t to a customer that 

you’re shipping a vehicle to? For a nominal charge you can provide 

your customer the ability to track the shipment themselves. Fewer calls that you’ll 

have to answer! ALL is accessible on any size device: desktop, laptop, tablet or 

phone. Our mobile site and mobile apps are available on both iOS and Android 

platforms. There is no cost to register as an ALL user and no fees are charged 

until you actually contract to ship vehicles using the system.

Registration is free. Start today. 
Visit www.autoloadlogic.com


